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The 2011 Experience

• OECD price  levels and volumes of housing 

were developed within their framework

• Other Regions followed a mixture of methods 

in developing regional PPPs for dwellings

• Countries were to supply rental survey data if 

available, and fill out the quantity worksheet, 

but experience mixed.
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Breakdown of Data by Availability

1. 183 countries were included in the Global 

List for 2011.

– 15 provided neither rent or quantity data

– Leaving 168 countries of which

• 121 provided direct quantity data

• 118 provided rental survey data

• 71 of the 239 overlap leaving 168 with some data

2. Distribution across regions uneven
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Per capita volumes relative to OECD
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Linking Factor

Region Indirect=Rents Direct Volume

Africa 6.0 63.0

Asia 10.3 83.0

Caribbean Islands 278.3 243.0

Latin America 34.7 71.0

OECD 100.0 121.0

Western Asia 123.5 46.0



Direct vs Indirect Housing Volumes

A. Except for Western Asia the non-OECD areas 
have larger housing volumes using the direct 
quantity approach

B. We conclude that linking the regions through 
the quantity approach substantially biases 
the estimated volumes upward for low 
income regions.

C. All assuming the reported dwelling 
expenditures of countries are plausible.
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Direct Quantity Framework

• HVA = HQ * HVU:

– HVA is a measure of housing volume adjusted for 

quality; 

– HQ is the index housing quality; 

– HVU is a measure of housing volume not adjusted 

for quality

Illustration uses 109 countries used to link regions in 

2011



Why use number of Rooms?
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A. Volume Candidates: Number of dwellings; Number of 

Rooms; or Bedrooms; and Living area. 

• Preferred measure square meters available for fewer 

countries with some erratic quotes including apparent 

decimal issues. Number of Bedrooms mainly LA

• Number of Bedrooms mainly LA

• While EU uses sqm number of rooms available and used in 

example providing 85 observations of 109.

• Ln (R/U) = 1.061 + .000893 Y is the estimating equation: R is 

number of rooms; U number of units; and Y pc GDP



Table 1:Measures of Unadjusted Housing Volumes in 2011 by 

ICP Regions (Rooms and Units in thousands)
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Region Countries Units Units OECD =100 Rooms Rooms OECD =100

WA 10 17,207      3.5 59,733 2.8

OECD 41 486,376    100.0 2,103,811 100.0

LA 14 98,641      20.3 246,473 11.7

Asia 15 803,154    165.1 2,017,506 95.9

Africa 28 117,574    24.2 352,997 16.8



Effect of Moving to Rooms

• Moving to Rooms from number of units as used 
in 2011 reduces the unadjusted or quality 
adjusted volume quite substantially.

• Relatively to the OECD the housing volume 
declines for LA, Asia and Africa by about 60%, an 
uncomfortably large number.

• Note this is not a change in methodology but 
rather moving toward the preferred measure of 
housing volume and is consistent with most 
rental surveys that typically have rooms as a 
response.
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Direct and Indirect Measures of 

Housing Volume

• Also note that the proposal does not affect 

the estimate of any particular country in a 

region because it is only used for linking.

• However, if countries want to compare direct 

and indirect measures of housing volume 

adopting rooms or sm is a better housing 

volume that also provides a check on housing 

expenditures.
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